You Are Special!

Ages: Early Childhood - 3rd Grade

As a parent, one of the things that you want to instill in your child is self-esteem. Little ones thrive when they realize their uniqueness and special place in this world.

At Fun Time Entertainment, we have two experienced performers who can bring an educational show focused on self-confidence to your home or day care. Either Tricia or Susan (pictured below) will bring the silly (puppet) Ticklish Ruben to entertain! He loves to be silly. Children will discover that a little bit of magic can give us a big smile, not a frown. Puppets in this show will sing songs about how special each one of us is and the story of "I Am Special" is told. Young children will love hearing the songs, puppets and stories!

Do you have questions about this show? You can call us at 214-886-4243. We would love to talk with you about this show as well as our other day care and early childhood shows! We look forward to hearing from you!
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